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chapter 1

First Impressions
Chinese Exclusion and the Introduction of Immigration
Documentation, 1875–1909

In her fictionalized history of the Chinese in America, Maxine Hong
Kingston writes how the Chinese immigrants who worked to build the
transcontinental railroad were not included in the photograph commemorating its completion in 1869. “While the demons posed for photographs, the China Men dispersed,” Kingston writes, “It was dangerous to stay. The Driving Out had begun.”1 As Kingston suggests, many
Chinese immigrants who had found work on the railroads now found
themselves unemployed. Although they had never been fully welcome,
they had been encouraged to migrate by promises of work in America
as well as by social upheaval in China. More than ten thousand strong,
Chinese laborers formed as much as 90 percent of the Central Pacific
Railroad workforce.2 However, not one appeared in the photograph documenting the meeting of the rails at Promontory Point, Utah (figure 1).
This photograph is a graphic metaphor for the ways that the Chinese
were excluded from the United States and the ways that their long-standing presence in this country has been erased.
However, the Driving Out was not only a process of erasure. As most
Chinese were excluded from the United States, forbidden to enter the
country, those who were allowed to arrive or to stay in spite of exclusion were subject to extensive documentation. Rather than being erased,
they were the first immigrants exposed to new techniques of representation and regulation. Chinese immigrants were more severely restricted
and more closely observed than any other immigrant group. They were
22

—erased.
[insert figure 1
here]
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Figure 1. Andrew J. Russell, “Meeting of the Rails, Promontory Point, Utah,”
1869. Image no. AJRI 227, Union Pacific Railroad Museum.

inspected, documented, and photographed by the Immigration Bureau,
and the records of this process form a vast archive of Chinese in America. However, the Chinese fought against their exclusion and their regulation by the United States.
Historians of immigration regularly note that Chinese exclusion
marked a new development in immigration policy as the first law to discriminate against a group of immigrants on the basis of race and class.
In recent years, scholars have also drawn attention to the ways that Chinese immigration restrictions were central to the development of general
immigration policy. Roger Daniels summed up the centrality of exclusion, describing it as the “hinge on which the legal history of immigration turned.”3 Lucy Salyer has shown how Chinese challenges to exclusion shaped the judicial review of immigration law. And Erika Lee has
explored how the administration of exclusion was pivotal in the development of the United States as a “gatekeeping nation.”4
However, the Chinese exclusion laws mark another critical development: the introduction of immigration identity documentation and the
formal emergence of visual regulation within immigration policy. The
introduction of Chinese photographic documentation marked the first
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use of U.S. government photographic identity documents. From 1875
through the 1920s, as the federal government increased restrictions on
immigration, it also expanded the use of visual regulation as a central
mechanism within immigration administration. Starting with Chinese
women, then all Chinese immigrants, and finally U.S. citizens of Chinese descent, photographic immigration identification was extended to
regulate the Chinese community, and only the Chinese community, long
before it was applied to other immigrant groups. In particular, the Immigration Bureau used the early photographic identification of the Chinese as a model for their expansion of photographic documentation to
Mexican border crossers in the 1910s and European immigrants in the
1920s.
The first restriction on Chinese immigration came in the first federal
immigration law, the Page Act of 1875.5 Under this law, which prohibited the immigration of prostitutes, Chinese women were subject to particular suspicion. Unlike other women immigrants, they were required
to obtain photographic identity documentation that attested to their
identity and their moral character. This law was followed by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which ended almost all Chinese migration
to the United States. Only a few groups of Chinese were exempt from
the law: they included diplomats, merchants and their families, college
students, and travelers. American citizens of Chinese descent and laborers who were already in the United States were also allowed to stay.6
Chinese women were allowed to enter the United States only if they were
themselves native-born U.S. citizens or if they were married to diplomats, merchants, or U.S. citizens.7 The 1882 law also barred Chinese
aliens from naturalized citizenship. In the following years, the exclusion
acts were renewed and revised, implementing a series of increasingly
stringent identification requirements for those Chinese who were exempt
from exclusion.
As the exclusion acts were expanded, more and more Chinese were
required to document not only their right to enter but also their right to
remain in America. In 1892, all laborers were required to register their
presence and obtain registration documentation.8 In 1893, photographs
were included on these documents.9 By 1909, almost all people of Chinese descent in the United States, including U.S. citizens, were required
to possess photographic documentation.10 These photographic identity
documents were checked upon entry into the United States and could be
demanded at any time by immigration or other U.S. officials conducting
raids or investigations. The only group not required to obtain U.S. iden-
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tity documentation were Chinese diplomats, although they needed Chinese passports stating that they were part of the Chinese legation. These
exclusion laws remained in force until 1943.11
Chinese immigrants were also subject to general immigration laws that
included medical inspection by the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS).12
In contrast to European immigrants, who were given a relatively superficial inspection, Chinese entrants were subject to an invasive inspection that required them to strip and submit to a series of tests. As Nayan
Shah has argued, the medical inspection was a layered process, starting
with the observation of the naked body, then extending to specific organs such as the eyes, and finally probing “beneath the skin through the
microscopic inspection of internal fluids or waste products to detect traces
of internal parasites.” “Each new layer of visual scrutiny,” Shah writes,
“revealed hidden threats, which, the PHS confidently asserted, only their
specialized expertise could decipher.”13 Although officials claimed that
they could easily read signs of disease on European bodies, they believed
that Chinese and other Asian immigrants did not exhibit such signs.14
Chinese immigrants were considered particularly susceptible to internal
parasites, which invaded the body without any obvious external manifestations, and which served as a biological metaphor for immigration
officials’ concerns about Chinese inscrutability and invasion.
The stringent visual regulation of the Chinese reflected widespread
American beliefs about Chinese racial inassimilability, inferiority, and inherent criminality.15 These beliefs included concerns that most Chinese
immigrants entered the United States illegally, using fraudulent immigration certificates. In implementing expanded photographic identity documentation, legislators and immigration officials drew on existing police practices for documenting criminals. They argued that photographs
were necessary on Chinese documents because all Chinese looked alike
and all shared criminal inclinations. The apparent objectivity and detailed
likeness of the photographic image were intended to link each individual to his or her identity documentation, making it impossible for the
Chinese to sell, exchange, or create fraudulent documents.
Chinese resistance to exclusion laws was substantial and multifaceted.
From consular responses and community legal efforts to the everyday
practices of Chinese laborers, the administration of exclusion was repeatedly challenged. In particular, Chinese found the photographic requirements offensive both because of their connotation of criminality and
because they recognized that photographic identity documentation could
be used to harass all Chinese in the United States. Immigrant inspectors
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could demand documentation of all Chinese residents, including those
who were exempt from documentation requirements, under the argument
that they were enforcing exclusion.
Early histories maintained that the Chinese did not actively oppose
American discriminatory practices because they were passive, unorganized, isolated in their communities, and afraid that resistance would lead
to the discovery of illegal Chinese immigrants.16 In countering these
claims, recent histories have traced substantial activity by Chinese officials in opposing the exclusion laws.17 Diplomats frequently protested
the passage and administration of these laws.18 Once the laws were
passed, Chinese community and regional organizations mounted persistent court challenges to them.19 In the first ten years after the passage
of exclusion, for example, Chinese plaintiffs filed seven thousand cases
and won the majority.20 Most of these cases were challenges to the daily
administration of exclusion, but some legal precedents were appealed all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. These challenges secured important
rights for the Chinese in America, including the right of American-born
Chinese to U.S. citizenship.21
However, the Chinese were not successful in countering the introduction and expansion of photographic identity documentation. In addition to the public politics of protests, legal challenges, and boycotts,
documented Chinese followed another path of resistance: they took control over their own photographic images, presenting identity portraits of
themselves that challenged common understandings about Chinese immigrants. Different groups of Chinese, including diplomats, U.S. citizens,
and women, presented themselves in different ways to immigration officials. Although these practices of self-presentation were important to the
entry process, they involved accepting immigration officials’ conventional
understanding of respectability and ultimately depended on this acceptance. Throughout this period, as the Immigration Bureau expanded its
use of photography, officials attempted to take control over immigrants’
representation of themselves in their identity documentation by taking
official photographs of entrants and by standardizing the range of acceptable images.
Alongside these legal strategies of resistance, some Chinese evaded exclusion successfully through a different path: the open secret of illegal
immigration. They entered and lived in the United States illegally in large
numbers, undermining the government’s attempts to exclude all Chinese
laborers. These informal acts of evasion were intimately connected to
more formal aspects of opposition and were ultimately more effective. In
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one letter, for example, a man involved in an illegal immigration scheme
provided instructions to bribe immigration officials and requested more
information about protests against exclusion.22 Instead of seeing the presence of illegal immigrants as a reason for not resisting, as earlier historians have done, this presence itself can be seen as a sign of resistance, a
sign that the Chinese refused to accept the terms of their exclusion from
the United States.23 Although the Chinese in America could not stop the
implementation of photographic documentation through legal means,
their extralegal uses of photographic documentation ultimately undermined the purposes of documentation and challenged the photograph’s
emerging authority as evidence.
The illegal entry of large numbers of Chinese caused great concern
among those who hoped exclusion would end Chinese immigration. As
early as 1892, government officials estimated that 95 percent of all Chinese entrants were illegal. It is impossible to know the exact numbers of
Chinese who entered the United States illegally during the period of exclusion. But it is generally accepted that the numbers were substantial,
with estimates ranging from a conservative 25 percent of the Chinese
American population to as much as 90 percent. Most historians accept
that government estimates were exaggerated, noting that many inspectors
and Americans seemed to assume that all applicants were fraudulent.
However, this assumption was not based merely on the racism of those
who believed that Chinese were inherently duplicitous and criminal. It
also reflected the effectiveness with which excluded Chinese laborers used
fabricated photographs, documents, and relationships to evade the racist
exclusion laws and make their way in the United States.24 Many restrictionists believed that large-scale illegal Chinese immigration had gutted
the law and that false documentation played a central role in illegal immigration. Contemporary commentator Charles Frederick Holder blamed
the federation of Chinese regional organizations known as the Chinese
Six Companies for “virtually defeat[ing] the intention of the law by issuing forged certificates in China, by which hordes of laborers gained
entrance into the country.”25
Although Chinese were viewed as duplicitous by Americans because
of their use of false identity documentation, many viewed Americans in
the same way because of the U.S. government’s false promises on migration. A Chinese businessman in New York mentioned that prior to
traveling to the United States he had “heard about the American foreign
devils, that they were false” because they broke their treaty obligations
with the Chinese “by shutting the Chinese out of their country.” His views
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on immigration are described in the 1906 introduction to his life story
as “generally held by his countrymen throughout America.”26

“facts necessary for identification”:
the introduction of photographic documentation,
1875–92
From the beginning, photographs were used to enforce exclusion. They
were not required by statute until 1893 but were used on various documents at different times, both because of rules requiring photographs and
because local officials sometimes demanded them in excess of the regulatory requirements. Between 1875 and 1894, customs officers were in
charge of administering exclusion. Like the immigration officials who subsequently assumed this role, customs officers strictly interpreted and enforced the laws. They called for stronger regulations and implemented
practices that were not sanctioned by statute or immigration regulations,
such as the use of photographs on identity certificates. Their early calls
for additional restrictions often focused on documentation and the role
of photography as a reliable representation of identity.
As early as the first federal immigration act, the 1875 Page Law prohibiting the immigration of prostitutes, Chinese women had been obliged
to supply photographs with their applications for admission because of
concerns that they were being imported for immoral purposes. Although
the Page Act has been long overlooked as a minor, weakly enforced statute, historians of immigration policy are increasingly recognizing its significance. Among others, George Anthony Peffer has shown how the law
contains the origins of Chinese exclusion, and Eithne Luibhéid has identified it as central to the development of broad immigration restrictions
based on gender and sexuality.27
In the history of visual immigration policy, the Page Act plays a similarly significant role, as the law introduced the twinned principles of inspection and documentation. In terms of inspection, explored more fully
in chapter 3 about medical inspection at Ellis Island, the law introduced
weak policies for general immigration and strong policies for Chinese
exclusion, allowing customs officials to inspect vessels upon their arrival
in the United States but requiring the U.S. consul to inspect and certify
Oriental subjects prior to their departure.
The Page Act also marked the introduction of vastly different documentation requirements for Chinese and non-Chinese arrivals. If a customs official inspected a suspicious ship, he issued a certificate for the
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ship as a whole, designating any obnoxious individuals forbidden under
immigration law. Chinese women, however, were each issued an individual certificate without which they could not enter the United States.
Under the act’s authority, every Chinese woman applying for entry to
the United States was not only inspected by the U.S. consul in her port
of origin but also issued a photographic identity certificate provisionally
attesting to her moral character. Upon arrival, each woman was questioned again and compared with her photograph to ensure that she was
the same individual who had previously been approved.28 If the photograph on the certificate matched the applicant before the Immigration
Bureau and the woman successfully presented herself as morally upright,
she was allowed to enter the United States.
Photographs were not mentioned in the statute itself, but in their eagerness to implement the statute strictly the officials who administered
exclusion included them as a critical part of the identification process.
Almost twenty years before the statutory enactment of photographic identity documentation and forty years before passports contained photographs, these certificates were the first U.S.-issued photographic identity
documents. This use of photographic identification shows that Chinese
women were particularly closely regulated and suggests that their experience of exclusion may have been central to the development of broader
Chinese exclusion laws, just as Chinese exclusion shaped the development of general immigration policy.29 Other Asian women, suspected of
being imported for immoral purposes, were also subject to photographic
documentation requirements. Until 1907, the Immigration Bureau photographed Japanese immigrants under regulations designed to address
concerns regarding the practice of picture brides. As arriving brides were
married to their husbands under U.S. law, they were also photographed
as a couple by the Immigration Bureau in an official wedding photograph
that, like more traditional wedding photographs, served as evidence of
the relationship. The Immigration Bureau hoped that the practice “would
have an influence in breaking up the practice of bartering in wives or importing under the pretence of ‘wife’ and then compel[ling] her to follow
a life of shame.” This photographic practice was discontinued in 1907,
at the same time as the exclusion of Japanese laborers under the “Gentleman’s Agreement,” because of Japanese diplomatic complaints. Thirteen years later, with the continuing expansion of exclusions against all
Asians, Japanese picture brides were banned.30
As Eithne Luibhéid has shown, the Page Act not only enacted the differential practice of restricting Asian immigrants more than non-Asians
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but also created an imbalance between restrictions on men and women
immigrants. Although the ban on prostitutes was designed primarily to
control Chinese prostitution, it applied to all women and had a significant impact on the ability of single women to enter the United States.
European and Mexican women were not automatically suspected of being prostitutes, as Chinese women were, but immigration officials assumed they were vulnerable to prostitution. The 1875 ban on prostitutes
established family migration as the only legitimate form of migration for
women, although men still traveled to the United States without their
families.31
Inspection and identity documentation were also key components of
the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, which provided detailed information
about the methods of “properly identifying Chinese laborers” and obtaining “proper evidence of their right to go from and come to the United
States.” An entire section of the law was devoted to step-by-step instructions that guided customs officials through the stages of inspection
and certification.32
The law contained two documentation provisions designed to properly identify the few Chinese who were legally allowed to reside in the
United States. Sections 4 and 5 provided for resident Chinese laborers to
register their presence and obtain a laborer’s return certificate upon leaving the United States. Under section 6, all other exempt Chinese, including
merchants and their families, obtained certificates from the Chinese government stating their right to enter the United States. These exempt-class
certificates were commonly known as section 6 or Canton certificates.
In both cases, although photographs were not required, the documents
required officials to list identifying physical features such height, weight,
and physical peculiarities. The 1882 certification provisions focused on
registering and documenting Chinese upon their arrival in or departure
from the United States.
The exclusion laws were revised three times during this early period,
in 1884, 1888, and 1892. The earliest revisions focused on limiting fraudulent certificates by controlling the agencies that issued certificates rather
than the individuals who used them. However, the implementation of
registration documentation in 1892 marked a shift from the regulation
of issuing agencies to the control of Chinese individuals who were thought
to be using fake certificates.
After only two years, the 1882 exclusion law was amended with substantial documentation revisions establishing that all Chinese arrivals
required a certificate to enter the United States. The 1884 amendment
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defined the laborer’s identity certificate as “the only evidence permissible to establish his right of re-entry.” The amendment also required that
all merchants and other exempt Chinese obtain certificates prior to their
departure for the United States. Removing from Chinese governmental
agencies the right to issue their own passports, the new law required that
these certificates be checked and visaed (authorized) by U.S. authorities
prior to travel. In addition to documentation provisions, the law expanded Chinese exclusion by extending it to all people of Chinese descent, whether they were subjects of China or another power. This clarification, in response to a court case brought by a Chinese resident of
Hong Kong, made it clear that Chinese exclusion was a racial rather than
a national policy.33
Although photographs were not required by statute, they were sometimes placed on return certificates as an additional means of identification.34 In 1885, the San Francisco customs collector in charge of Chinese
exclusion called for a new rule requiring photographs on return certificates. The collector, William Sears, noted that Judge Hoffman, a federal
judge who dealt extensively with the Chinese, required Chinese plaintiffs to submit photographs of themselves when they appeared in court.
In addition, Judge Hoffman had repeatedly recommended photographs
on return certificates. Although the exclusion law did not refer to photographs, Sears cited the law when he argued that it did require information about the applicant’s “name, age, occupation, last place of residence, physical marks or peculiarities and all facts necessary for the
identification of each of such chinese laborers.” The photograph, wrote
Sears, “would be a very important ‘fact necessary’ for their identification, and to prevent the transfer of certificates, and the traffic in them at
Hong Kong, and other ports.”35 Although it appears that Sears was looking for a loophole in the law that would allow his office to require photographs from Chinese immigrants, it is significant that he refers to the
photograph as a “fact.” At this point, early in the development of visual
identity documentation, immigration officials seemed confident in the empirical power of photography and its ability to control the trade in identity documentation. However, after photographs had been introduced on
Chinese documentation and found less than effective in reducing the circulation of fraudulent certificates, immigration officials adopted a more
cautious and complex understanding of photography.
Certificates were required by law; however, they provided no guarantee that the holder would be allowed admission. Section 6 certificates were
supposed to act as prima facie proof of the right to enter the United States,
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but American officials consistently ignored this and interrogated exempt
Chinese. In 1888, all laborers’ return certificates were invalidated by the
Scott Act, which forbade the return of Chinese laborers who traveled outside the United States.36 Laborers had previously been allowed to depart
and return to the United States, obtaining return certificates to facilitate
this process. However, the Scott Act voided between twenty thousand and
thirty thousand certificates issued to laborers who had not yet departed
and to those who had left the country on the assumption that their certificates guaranteed them the right to return.37 The courts ruled that certificates were only evidence of identity and offered no such guarantee.38
Although laborers were no longer allowed entry or reentry, merchants
and other exempt Chinese still needed to obtain certificates attesting to
their right to enter or reenter the United States.39 Federal regulations did
not require photographs, but customs officers in San Francisco nevertheless obtained photographs from merchants to place in their files. In 1891,
Inspector Ruddell testified before Congress that photographs were commonly used on merchants’ return certificates and that Chinese returnees
without photographs were subject to especially thorough investigations.40
The early expansion of identity documentation was rapid and largely
uncontested outside the Chinese community. Customs officials strictly
enforced the law, often exceeding its requirements in their attempts to
limit the entry of the Chinese. However, as nativists worked to expand
exclusion, implementing an internal passport system containing photographic identity documentation, the use of photography to regulate Chinese immigrants became a subject of debate.

“the badge of disgrace”: debating the geary act
and mccreary amendment, 1892–93
In 1892, ten years after its passage, the Chinese Exclusion Act came up
for reauthorization. The new Chinese exclusion law, known as the Geary
Act, was far harsher than the original law.41 In addition to continuing
exclusion, the Geary Act required that all Chinese laborers, including
long-standing residents, register for certificates of residence proving their
right to remain in the United States. Although they were not required to
register, Chinese merchants, students, and travelers who were exempt
from exclusion could also apply for such a certificate to prove their legal presence in the country. The act substantially fulfilled earlier attempts
to impose an internal passport system on all Chinese, a system that had
come close to success before President Arthur vetoed it in 1882.
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Significantly, the Geary Act’s new documentation requirements represented a shift from the regulation of travel to the regulation of the Chinese themselves, from border to interior enforcement of Chinese exclusion. In a related move, the act also signaled a shift in the presumption
of guilt. Unless they could produce a certificate or other evidence of their
right to remain in the United States when they entered, left, or were arrested, all Chinese were presumed to be illegal. Although only laborers
were required to register, the presumption of illegal residence meant that,
as a practical matter, all Chinese in the United States had to register or
possess other evidence of their legal residence. For the first time within
U.S. immigration law, illegal residence itself was made a federal crime.42
The penalties for illegal residence included one year’s hard labor followed
by deportation, although the hard labor provisions were later ruled unconstitutional. In her sympathetic history of the Chinese in America, published in 1909, Mary Coolidge wrote that, under the law, “all Chinese
are treated as suspects, if not as criminals.”43
The Chinese Six Companies strongly opposed the Geary Act’s establishment of a registration and internal passport system. They urged Chinese not to register and vowed to support anyone who was arrested for
failing to do so. The Chinese community strongly supported this strategy. About two months before the act went into effect, the Six Companies had raised $60,000 to cover their litigation costs.44 One month
before the registration deadline only 439 Chinese San Franciscans had
applied for certificates, out of an estimated twenty-six thousand Chinese
laborers required to register in the city.45 Nationwide, only about thirteen thousand people registered, leaving an estimated eighty-five thousand
liable for deportation.46
Under the Geary Act, registration certificates were not required to contain a photograph. The original bill had included a photograph requirement, but after substantial congressional debate the provision was
dropped. Nevertheless, the introduction of documentation quickly developed into a regulatory system of photographic identification. Although
photographs were not required by statute, the Treasury Department
promulgated rules that required them, and the application form for a section 6 certificate gave detailed instructions regarding these photographs.
Historian Lucy Salyer notes that in an attempt to encourage registration
in the face of widespread resistance the Treasury Department dropped
its rule requiring a photograph. As she writes, the Chinese found the photographic requirement “one of the more offensive features of the law.”47
However, although the Six Companies fought the case all the way to the
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Supreme Court, in 1893 the act’s registration and certification requirements were ruled constitutional.48
In the same year, the Geary Act was amended to extend the period of
Chinese registration for an additional six months, as the majority of Chinese had not registered in order to protest the law. This extension was
known as the McCreary Amendment, and although it has received little
attention from historians it marked a significant expansion of existing
law by requiring photographs on registration certificates. Throughout the
passage of the exclusion acts, the use of photography had been debated.
However, it was not until the passage of the McCreary Amendment in
1893 that photographic documentation became a consistent feature of
immigration regulation. The McCreary Amendment contained the first
statutory requirement of photographic identification on immigration documentation, a requirement that remains part of immigration law today.49
Early debates about the use of photography on Chinese certificates revealed a range of assumptions about both the nature of the Chinese and
the nature of photography. In congressional and diplomatic circles, the
debate quickly solidified around two primary positions: the necessity of
requiring photographs versus the emotional and financial cost such a requirement would impose upon the Chinese. Exclusionists and photography proponents argued that photographs were legally allowed and
justified by widespread document fraud. Supporters of Chinese immigration and opponents of photographic documentation claimed that the
practice was a humiliating form of unequal treatment that violated the
U.S. Constitution and U.S. treaty obligations with China.
The arguments for photographic documentation are especially fully
expressed in an extended speech inserted into the Congressional Record
by the primary sponsor of the 1892 and 1893 legislation, Representative
Thomas Geary (CA). In support of the statutory photograph requirement,
Geary argued that “all Chinamen look alike, all dress alike, all have the
same kind of eyes, all are beardless, all wear their hair in the same manner.”50 Verbal descriptions alone were insufficient, he maintained, and
therefore photographs were required to provide a more detailed form of
description.
Geary claimed that the “fact” that all Chinese looked alike was related to the fact that they associated among themselves and did not assimilate. According to Geary, the new arrival immediately connected with
his fellow nationals and “the next day no white man could identify him
from other Chinamen who had been here sometime [sic].”51 In his argument, Chinese men not only looked alike at any given time—regard-
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less of class, status, or occupation—but also looked alike across time. As
a result, it became impossible to distinguish the longtime legitimate resident from the recent illegal immigrant. Without some kind of certification, it was impossible to distinguish the merchant from the laborer, or
the recently arrived laborer (banned by exclusion) from the legal laborer
(admitted prior to exclusion). This argument implicitly contrasted legitimate, assimilable European immigration with the assumed illegal immigration and inassimilability of the Chinese.
The corollary of the argument that all Chinese looked alike was that
they all acted alike. Unlike white American workers, Geary argued, Chinese laborers were controlled by their despotic government and the Chinese Six Companies. In fact, even their resistance to Chinese exclusion
and their refusal to register for certificates of residence under the Geary
Act were orchestrated by the Six Companies, “the masters of these
slaves.”52 Like many anti-Chinese whites, Geary saw sinister motives in
the companies’ legitimate political activity and believed that Chinese resistance to exclusion was top-down, administered by Chinese merchants.
Further, Geary believed that the sameness of the Chinese extended to
their habit of sticking together and protecting the illegal immigrants
among them rather than behaving honorably and independently like other
(presumably European) immigrants. “If Chinese residents in the United
States had done their duty as other aliens do,” Geary stated, “if they had
not become shielders and protectors of these criminals: if they had not
stood ready at all times to lend their testimony to establish a lie, we would
never have asked for the passage of the law of 1892.”53
This idea of an impenetrable community in which Chinese had allegiance only to other Chinese drew from and reinforced stereotypical ideas
about Chinese inscrutability. Documentation proponents suggested that
Chinese were particularly effective at evading exclusion laws because
they would never betray one another or allow Westerners to see who
they really were. The unstated conclusion of Geary’s logic was that, as
a result of their shared behavior, all Chinese were tainted by the presence of illegal immigrants among them and all were potential frauds. This,
in the end, was the justification for the requirement that the Chinese carry
documentation.
As Geary’s comments suggest, concerns about immigration fraud were
thoroughly steeped in Orientalist fears about masses of passively obedient, inscrutable Chinese workers controlled by unscrupulously intelligent
leaders. These ideas of Chinese immigration fraud were central to arguments in favor of registration. But proponents argued that registration
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was not enough to stop fraud without photography. “The registration
of a Chinaman without a photograph is not worth the paper it is written on,” Representative Eugene Loud (CA) maintained while introducing the 1893 amendment to the Geary Act. “Unless you have a photograph, every registration certificate of men between the ages of 20 and
40 will command in the markets of China or in Victoria from $200 to
$400 or $500.”54 The hyperbole of Loud’s argument, that “every” certificate was susceptible to being sold, revealed a deeper belief that every
Chinese immigrant was suspect.
Exclusionists often suggested that the entire Chinese community was
engaged in criminal activities, even that criminality and immorality were
part of the Chinese racial character. According to Representative Henry
Blair (NH), the Chinese had created “a Sodom in San Francisco and a
Gomorrah in New York.”55 The popular conception of Chinese criminality was multifaceted and has been well documented by scholars. It included gambling, prostitution, opium smuggling, and gang warfare.56 But
one of the most common and least studied aspects of Chinese criminality was the assumption that all Chinese were illegal immigrants using fake
immigration documents and that their presence in America was itself
criminal.57 This idea, enshrined in the Geary Act, represented the most
fundamental concerns about Chinese criminality. The very presence of
the Chinese in America was assumed to be not only economically,
morally, and racially dangerous but also criminal.
Popular associations of cunning and criminality with the Chinese were
not new. John Kuo Wei Tchen traces these ideas as far back as the 1770s.58
Even prior to the enactment of medical inspection, ideas about Chinese
craftiness and criminality appeared to warrant opening the Chinese body
to close visual inspection. In 1877, the cover illustration for Harper’s
Weekly showed a dense crowd of Chinese arrivals in the San Francisco
customhouse with more Chinese entering the building in the background. Standing toward the right of the image is a Chinese immigrant
with one white inspector on either side. With his upper body viewed from
behind and his queue snaking down his spine, the Chinese man is partially disrobed. One of the inspectors holds up what looks like an item
of clothing such as a silk scarf. The accompanying article explains that
John Chinaman “is an expert at eluding the vigilance of the revenue
officers.” Customs has developed strategies “to get even with” the Chinese, who are compelled to open their luggage “before the inquisitive
eyes of the inspectors.” In some cases, “these crafty fellows” are required
to disrobe in case they have concealed silks, ivory, or opium on their per-
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son.59 After exclusion was enacted, Chinese bodies continued to be subject to special scrutiny.
Widespread understandings of Asians as cunning and criminal were
not limited to the Chinese. In later cases regarding Japanese immigrants,
immigration officials argued that photographs were required to establish family relationships because “the cunning of the ordinary Oriental”
undermined the government’s ability to prosecute illegal immigrants.60
As exclusion policies were expanded from the Chinese to the Japanese
in 1907 and almost all Asians in 1917, exclusion enforcement became a
locus for concerns about Asian inscrutability and illegality. More than
for any other immigrant groups, legislators and immigration officials attempted to address these concerns by turning to photographic identity
documentation.

“the law itself makes all guilty”:
legal and political opposition to photographic
documentation
Supporters of Chinese immigration generally opposed registration and
photographic documentation, arguing that these practices violated U.S.
treaty obligations and discriminated against the Chinese. In contrast to
the exclusionists, who assumed that all Chinese were tainted by criminality, documentation opponents were concerned that photographic documentation marked innocent Chinese residents as criminals. Representative James McCreary (KY) had proposed the 1893 amendment that
bore his name only as a compromise six-month extension to the implementation of registration. McCreary had supported the Geary Act but
was not in favor of adding the statutory photograph requirement. “There
is no good reason now for our Government,” he argued, “to still further
violate the treaty between the United States and China by requiring [the
Chinese] to be tagged, marked, or photographed.” The disjuncture between McCreary’s support for registration and his opposition to photographic documentation as being “tagged” or “marked” illustrates the particular concerns that were associated with the photographic component
of identity documentation at this time.61
Opponents of photographic registration often compared it to the
ticket-of-leave system, under which Britain issued permits to convicted
criminals allowing them to work outside prison while completing their
sentences.62 The Chinese Equal Rights League, formed in New York in
response to the Geary Act, protested “that for the purpose of prohibit-
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ing Chinese immigration more than one hundred thousand honest and
respectable Chinese residents should be made to wear the badge of disgrace as ticket-of-leave men in your penitentiaries.” Whereas other elite
Chinese groups often phrased their opposition to the Geary Act in class
terms, arguing that registration would humiliate Chinese professionals,
the Chinese Equal Rights League based their argument on length of residence in the United States. Addressing an imagined audience of white
restrictionists, the league argued that it was acceptable to exclude Chinese, stating “we do not want any more Chinese here than you do.” However, they claimed it was unfair to submit existing residents to additional
and unnecessary public scrutiny.63
If the 1893 bill was adopted, Representative Charles Hooker (MS) argued, every Chinese man “will be compelled to go about with his photograph in his pocket, with a sort of ticket-of-leave about him, like that
which the British government requires from convicts in its penal colonies
in Australia.”64 In addition to emphasizing Chinese innocence of any
crime, the equation of identity documents with tickets-of-leave implicitly drew attention to America’s supposed innocence of European authoritarianism and harsh colonialism.
Identity photographs were strongly associated with criminality because, prior to Chinese registration, suspected and convicted criminals
formed the primary group of people being photographed by the state for
identification purposes. Chinese complaints about being branded as criminals were reinforced by the fact that the only other group consistently
photographed by the Immigration Bureau at this time were immigrants
being deported because they had violated immigration or other U.S. laws.
Although the idea of using photography to detect criminals had been proposed since its invention in the 1840s, it was not commonly used for this
purpose until the 1860s.65 The San Francisco Police Department was a
pioneer in the field of photography and criminal identification. Between
1854 and 1859, the department contracted with a commercial photographer to make daguerreotypes of all people arrested in the city.66 In 1861,
the department opened its own photographic studio.67 As criminal suspects were brought into the police station, they would be led to this room
to be photographed. The photographer took two shots: full frontal and
side profile. These photographs were placed in large “mug book” albums
or displayed in wall-mounted galleries known as rogues’ galleries. In mug
books, police officers would add information about names, aliases, and
crimes next to the identity photographs. The images were indexed to a
different notebook that contained more detailed information about the
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individual and the outcome of each case. These books and galleries were
archives used for recording and identification purposes. In rogues’ galleries, crime victims could peruse the wall-mounted photographs to look
for possible suspects, and police officers could check the faces of people
in their custody to see whether they had previously committed crimes
under different names.68 The racial dimensions of photographic regulation are highlighted by the fact that, from the 1860s through the 1940s,
the San Francisco Police Department kept its books of Chinese criminals
separate from other criminals. This division was clearly racial rather than
national, as it kept Chinese suspects separate from others regardless of
their country of birth or place of residence.69 San Francisco’s pioneering
role in identity photography may have been connected to concerns about
Chinese criminality in the city.
Opponents of Chinese registration frequently compared registration
photographs to rogues’ galleries because these archives were the only
American counterpart to the systematic documentation of Chinese residents. In fact, the 1893 McCreary Amendment marked the first time
that U.S. law required civilians to be photographed for government documentation purposes. Contributing to the Chinese sense of being unfairly criminalized, the Immigration Bureau used many of the same techniques and even the same equipment that the police used to document
suspects, such as the Bertillon method for photographing and measuring criminals.
One of the most disjunctive aspects of the debate about photographic
documentation was the fact that, although both sides consistently referred
to the entire Chinese race, only laborers were required to hold residence
certificates. Other Chinese were required to provide extensive documentation when they traveled between China and the United States or
made a claim to citizenship, but they were not required to possess documentation of their status at all times. Despite the racial rhetoric, the
practice of certification was largely the practice of labor regulation, a practice that (partly because of existing treaty obligations) respected many
Chinese class distinctions even as it rhetorically claimed that all Chinese
were racially suspect and were all the same.
Chinese protests continued long after the Geary Act and McCreary
Amendment had passed. Erika Lee has argued that, as exclusion became
established law, Chinese elites changed their goals from overturning exclusion to meliorating its harsh enforcement, particularly against elites.70
In 1905, Chinese merchants in China and throughout the diaspora started
to boycott American goods in protest at U.S. exclusion policies. Histo-
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rians have disagreed about the effectiveness of the Chinese boycott. Delber McKee notes that it was traditionally seen as a failure. However, reinterpretations by historians such as McKee and Erika Lee have offered a
more positive view: although the boycott failed to achieve its purpose of
ending exclusion, it had some success in curtailing the harsh enforcement
of exclusion and galvanizing the transnational Chinese community in
America and abroad.71
The shift from general opposition to more particularized concerns
about enforcement was also true for the photographic identity policies
that were central to entrenchment of exclusion. In 1902, Chinese consul
Wu Ting Fang complained that a respectable student who wanted to study
in the United States “must submit to be photographed as if he were a
criminal and candidate for the rogues’ gallery.”72 In 1908, Chinese newspaper editor and community leader Ng Poon Chew argued that while laborers might be excluded, exempt classes “must no longer be detained,
photographed and examined as if they were suspected of crime.”73
Although Chinese elites attempted to distinguish between themselves
and working Chinese, white exclusionists did not recognize this distinction. They suspected almost all Chinese of having committed the crime
of illegal entry. It was this pervasive suspicion that undergirded the construction of a photographic identification policy designed to distinguish
between legal and illegal entrants. Chinese elites clearly recognized that
the system of registration and documentation did not separate legal immigrants from illegal entrants but made every Chinese person suspect.
The registration requirement of the Geary Act and photography requirement of the McCreary Amendment did more than create the appearance of Chinese criminality. These laws literally criminalized Chinese residents by requiring them to obtain documentation and then
establishing the presumption of guilt for all Chinese without it. According to Representative Robert Hitt (IL), “The law itself makes all guilty.”74
Although the registration and photography requirements were compared
to the rogues’ gallery, in many ways they were more denigrating and controlling. Criminal suspects were photographed for the rogues’ gallery only
after they had been accused of wrongdoing; Chinese were photographed
upon their entry into the United States. The rogues’ gallery was located
at the police station; archives of Chinese photographs not only were held
in a central location but also marked each individual who was required
to possess an identity certificate. The rogues’ gallery was used to identify individuals accused of wrongdoing; any Chinese person could be
stopped in the street and asked to produce his or her identity certificate
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to prove legal status in the United States. In short, the registration system was the concrete implementation of exclusionists’ beliefs that all Chinese were suspect at all times.
The Chinese Six Companies recognized this situation in their criticism
of registration policy. They argued that the Geary law would subject
“every Chinese merchant in the United States to blackmail of the worst
type.” For example, “A Chinese merchant who has resided in San Francisco for many years and who may desire to go to New York on business
can be stopped at every little hamlet, village, and town on the line of the
railroad and arrested on the charge of being a laborer who has refused
to register.”75 As the Six Companies clearly understood, the registration
law resulted from dominant racist assumptions that all Chinese were laborers, criminals, and illegal immigrants. It also helped to foster these
assumptions and provide opportunities for the harassment of Chinese
residents.
The Geary Act’s presumption that all Chinese were in the country illegally unless they could prove otherwise affected all Chinese in America. Starting shortly after the implementation of registration, immigration officials expanded interior enforcement efforts, including individual
investigations and broad raids on Chinese communities. By 1915, the Immigration Bureau issued regulations that allowed Chinese inspectors to
examine “all Chinese persons in the country not personally known to
them to be legally entitled to be and remain in the country.”76
Section 6 certificates were only one of an array of documents required
under Chinese exclusion, many of which included photographs. Although
return certificates were not provided to laborers after the Scott Act banned
returning laborers in 1888, these certificates continued to be used by Chinese merchants and native-born Americans of Chinese descent who left
the United States wishing to return. Chinese hoping to travel through the
United States en route to another destination were issued transit certificates.77 Diplomats, although not required to carry U.S. documentation,
had to present Chinese passports stating their position as part of the Chinese legation. Other documents were also used in support of Chinese
claims to reside in the United States: birth certificates and marriage certificates, for example, typically contained photographs. When Chinese
witnesses testified in affidavits or Chinese plaintiffs filed court cases, they
were also required to include identification photographs.78 In almost all
cases, photographs were required only of the Chinese. By the 1890s, photographic documentation was a central component in the administration
of exclusion.
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a favorable appearance:
strategies of self-representation
After the certification provisions of the Geary Act were upheld by the
Supreme Court in 1893, there was a rush on photography galleries as
immigrants were required to register and have their photographs taken.79
Although Chinese fought against requirements to be photographed, once
these requirements were enacted they chose the ways in which they represented themselves in their identity photographs. These choices were constrained by Immigration Bureau policies, photographic technologies, and
portraiture conventions, but they were more free than previous accounts
of photography have suggested. The expansion of photographic documentation offered a forum for Chinese immigrants to control their own
representation of themselves, challenge common stereotypes, and assert
their place in the United States.
Photographic historians such as John Tagg and David Green have described honorific portraits taken for the purpose of self-representation
as distinctly different from portraits taken by the state for the repressive
and often racialized purposes of criminal identification and scientific observation. The difference between honorific and repressive photography,
these historians argue, is visible in the form of the photograph. According to Green’s description of the repetitive pattern of scientific photographs, the subject “is positioned full face and in profile to the camera,
the body isolated within a shallow space and sharply defined against a
plain background, the lighting is uniform and clear.”80 Tagg notes that
in contrast to the “cultivated asymmetries,” soft lighting, and partial
shading of the honorific studio portrait, scientific visual conventions were
also used in criminal photography.81 Whereas studio portraits contained
props, identity photographs eliminated all outside detail. Such conventions were clearly a significant departure from the earlier honorific approach to portraiture. Nonetheless, the rupture between these two traditions and their visual conventions is not nearly as complete as these
critics suggest. In fact, immigration identity documentation offers an example of repressive, racialized, state-based photographic identification
that challenges this photographic history.
Although classic accounts of repressive photography describe a complete lack of power on the part of criminals and scientific subjects, Chinese immigrants played a role in shaping their representations of themselves. In addition to the framing, posing, and presentation of the
subjects, some immigrants were involved the development of the nega-
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tive and the printing of the image. For at least fifteen years after the passage of the Geary Act, Chinese immigrants retained significant control
over the ways in which they were represented in their identification photographs. They retained this control because their photos were typically
taken by studio photographers under their direction and then submitted
to the Immigration Bureau.
In San Francisco, as on the Mexican-U.S. border after the introduction of photographic identity documentation in 1917, studio photographers worked with a wide range of clients. Although theorists have traditionally understood honorific and repressive photographic practices as
fundamentally opposed, studio photographers were employed by Chinese residents to create conventional honorific images for their identity
certificates and for their personal use. At the same time, they were hired
by the Immigration Bureau to photograph Chinese immigrants upon arrival and prior to deportation, using photographic conventions generally reserved for criminal suspects. As explored in the next chapter, studio photographer Fong Get was employed by the Chinese consul general,
taking official portraits that were inscribed with friendly messages to the
San Francisco commissioner of immigration (see figure 8, p. 000), and
by ordinary immigrants who used their identity photographs to gain legal and illegal admission to the United States. Similarly, Shew’s Pioneer
Gallery was both commissioned by members of the Chinese elite to take
their photographs (see figures 9 and 14, pp. 000 and 000) and contracted
by the Immigration Bureau to photograph Chinese detainees.82
There were a number of successful Chinese photography galleries in
San Francisco’s Chinatown. Ka Chau was the first known Chinese photographer in San Francisco, opening his “Daguerrean Establishment” in
1854.83 From the 1860s to the 1920s, there were more than twenty-five
professional Chinese photographers and galleries in San Francisco as well
as others in different cities.84 Prior to exclusion, some white photographers advertised for Chinese clients in Chinese-language newspapers, and
the Chinese photographer Lai Yong advertised in English-language city
directories.85
In addition to Chinese galleries, Chinese immigrants had their photographs taken by European and Japanese photographers active in San
Francisco.86 Some of these studios, for example Shew’s Pioneer Gallery,
invested in ornate Chinese props and elaborate backdrops of Orientalized garden scenes, suggesting that they had a significant Chinese clientele (figures 9 and 14, pp. 000 and 000).87 Photo studios were common
not only in American Chinatowns but also in China. First introduced to
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China by the British during the Opium War between 1840 and 1842,
photography quickly became popular. From the 1840s to the 1890s, photography studios opened in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Peking.88
Although there was strong local demand for photographic portraits, this
demand may also have been supported by Chinese emigrants, who frequently sat for their portraits before traveling to the United States.
It is not only the institutional role of photography studios that challenges the traditionally sharp delineation between honorific and repressive photography. The visual conventions of immigration photographs
also suggest that these boundaries were blurred. Early rules about identity photographs required only that the images not be retouched or
mounted. Early application forms specified further that “the photographs
shall be sun pictures, such as are usually known as card photographs of
sufficient size and distinctness to plainly and accurately represent the entire face of the applicant, the head not to be less than 1 1/2 inches from
the base of the hair to the base of the chin.”89 Following these requirements, the vast majority of identity photographs were simple, frontal portraits that focused on the subject’s facial features, following many of the
conventions suggested by David Green (figures 2–6).
However, there was still wide variation in the types of photographs
submitted to and accepted by the Immigration Bureau. Photographs presented to the Immigration Bureau came in all sizes and shapes: most were
rectangular vertical portraits, but some had trimmed corners and others
were shaped as arches or ovals. They were placed in various positions
on the document: in the upper or lower corners, crammed sideways along
the edge, or displayed in the exact center of the paper. Although certificates typically required photographs, most did not identify a photograph location until after 1903.90 The photographs represented a range
of portraiture conventions from elaborate studio portraits to simple head
shots. They incorporated aspects of Chinese and Western conventions,
and they presented their subjects standing, seated, facing the camera, or
looking to the side. Some photographs also show change in the immigrant’s appearance and self-presentation over time. In the Immigration
Bureau archives, there are a few images of immigrants who first appear
wearing Chinese clothes and are subsequently depicted in American outfits. While most Chinese men and almost all women dressed in Chinese
clothes, some Chinese men presented themselves with all the markers
of Western masculine respectability: suits and ties, short hair, and even
facial hair.
The variation that exists in Chinese identity photographs can be

—(figures 2–6).
[insert figure 2,
insert figure 3,
figure 4, figure
5, figure 6 here]
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Figure 2. Return certificate of merchant’s child, Lau Lum Ying, 1886. File
August 22, 1888/557, San Francisco District Office, Immigration Arrival Case
Files, 1884–1944, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(Record Group 85), National Archives and Records Administration, Pacific
Region (San Francisco).
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Figure 3. Return certificate of native-born child, Young Chee, 1896. In re:
Young Chee, File 9599/64, San Francisco District Office, Immigration Arrival
Case Files, 1884–1944, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(Record Group 85), National Archives and Records Administration, Pacific
Region (San Francisco).
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Figure 4. Affidavit in support of native-born U.S. citizen, Wong Chun,
1902. In re: Wong Chun, File 10058/366, San Francisco District Office,
Immigration Arrival Case Files, 1884–1944, Records of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (Record Group 85), National Archives and
Records Administration, Pacific Region (San Francisco).
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Figure 5. Certificate for Chinese subject of exempt class (section 6 certificate),
Kong Kee, 1905. In re: Kong Kee, File 14610–176, Entry 132, Records of the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (Record Group 85), National
Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.

interpreted in many ways: as evidence that the conventions of identity
portraiture were contested, as a sign of resistance to dominant representations of the Chinese, and as a graphic representation of the different ways these immigrants negotiated their place in America. Although
Chinese immigrants retained control over their identity photographs, this
control was always relational. As public displays of status and identity,
their portraits were always a part of the social contexts in which they
were produced and circulated.
In Chinese immigration cases, the identity photograph was not only
a form of identification but also a means of supporting an application
through self-presentation. In presenting themselves to immigration officials, Chinese immigrants defied American stereotypes by making themselves appear respectable. This is not to suggest that Chinese were not
respectable, but respectability is always a process of appearances. Chinese
honorific identity portraits were both a conscious counter-representation
to popular stereotypes and a succinct visual argument in support of their
application to enter the United States. By presenting themselves as conventionally respectable, Chinese immigrants opposed exclusion through
seeking acceptance.
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Figure 6. Transit certificate, Chong Kok, 1906. In re: Chong Kok, File 14604–4,
Entry 132, Records of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (Record
Group 85), National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.

Of course, Chinese immigrants didn’t emphasize their respectability
purely to impress the immigration officials. Like most portrait subjects, they
also used these photographs for personal purposes. As art historian Richard
Vinograd has written, Chinese portraiture traditions “stressed the role of
the individual as a link in a family lineage or as a member of a class or professional community.” 91 These roles were both similar to and independent
from traditional Western portraiture, which also constructed for its subjects
a sense of familial and societal position. Although Chinese and Western traditions were different, they were not entirely distinct. In the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, Chinese traditions of portrait painting were
being reconfigured by social upheaval in China as well as the influence of
Western painting and photography.92 Like the social and familial positions
of overseas Chinese, portraiture traditions were in flux.
The evolving traditions of Chinese likenesses were sometimes consistent with and at other times in conflict with the purposes and practices
of photography in America. The traditional Chinese role of portraits in
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displaying family lineage and profession, for example, was consistent with
the categories established to regulate exclusion. Chinese immigrants were
allowed entry to the United States if they were related to an exempt individual or belonged to an exempt profession. At the same time, however, illegal immigrants subverted the purposes of photographic portraiture by using it to falsify family relations and professional identities.
The formal conventions of Chinese portraiture also interacted in complex ways with American conventions. Commemorative portraits (painted
by local artisans to honor their clients’ deceased relatives) had specific
ritual purposes, which shared little with studio photographs except a
focus on close likeness. However, commemorative portraits were influenced by the introduction of photography in China, and photographs
increasingly were used as memorials.93 In formal terms, Chinese commemorative portraits looked more like American identity photographs
than American studio portraits. Memorial portraits were, according to
Vinograd, “rigidly frontal” and devoid of context.94 This custom may
suggest why many otherwise conventional American studio portraits
represent their Chinese subjects facing the camera directly rather than
looking to the side, as was more common with American subjects. The
side angle was not unfamiliar in honorific Chinese traditions, but it was
almost obligatory in American studio portraits. Familiar with both Chinese and American conventions, Chinese photographers and their subjects often combined different aspects of these traditions in their portraits.
John Thomson, the most renowned Western photographer in China,
noted that many of his Chinese subjects requested full-length frontal portraits in the manner of memorial portraits. However, many Chinese subjects in nineteenth-century photographs also adopted an angled pose.95
Of course, these photos were not only presented to immigration officials
but also shared among family members in China and the United States.
In this process, they both drew on and contributed to the circulation of
changing pictorial conventions between China and the United States.
Although most photographic portraits were very similar, strategies of
self-presentation sometimes worked differently for different groups of
Chinese. These differences reflected people’s varied relations to both Chinese and American portraiture traditions, as well as their status within
U.S. exclusion policies. Almost all Chinese American portraits display
some intermingling of Chinese and American portraiture traditions, but
they do so in diverse ways. These approaches often split along the fault
lines of immigration status created by exclusion: diplomats, merchants,
native-born citizens and laborers, men and women, children traveling
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alone, and families traveling together often presented themselves in ways
that reflected their group status. However, within the constraints of Immigration Bureau policies and portraiture conventions, individuals also
chose to present themselves in their own ways. U.S. citizens Young Chee
and Wong Chun wore traditional Chinese clothes for their portraits
(figures 3 and 4), while Chong Kok presented himself in a highly Western fashion, although his certificate lists him as a Chinese laborer permitted transit to return to China (figure 6). Whether diplomats or laborers, legal or illegal, Chinese subjects actively presented themselves
before the camera in the ways they wanted to be seen. Chinese photographers sought to assist them in these representations, collaborating with
their subjects to present different images to different audiences.
Diplomats were least directly affected by the exclusion laws and were
not required by U.S. law to be photographed. As Jan Stuart and Evelyn
Rawski note in their study of memorial portraiture, Chinese government
officials who interacted with foreigners were particularly quick to adopt
photography.96 They commonly used their official portraits to promote
their role as a link between China and the United States, presenting these
formal photographs to high-level U.S. immigration officials with inscriptions that claimed shared respect and friendship.97 They appeared
in these images in Chinese dress, often in elaborate ceremonial clothing
emphasizing their high class position and their role as representatives of
the Chinese government. However, they also adopted Western portrait
poses, angling their bodies and face to look slightly to the side of the camera. Sometimes they used the Western portrait format showing only the
head and shoulders. Consul General Hsu Ping Chen, for example, favored more casual Western traditions in both formal individual and informal family portraits, including his choice of an unusual pose in a family portrait, sitting at an angle with his legs crossed (figures 7 and 8). At
other times, diplomats presented themselves in full-length frontal portraits drawing more closely on Chinese portraiture traditions. This is true
in the image of an unidentified gentleman wearing the square rank badge
of a Qing official, which shares many visual conventions with memorial
portraits (figures 9 and 10). Diplomats presented themselves as simultaneously Chinese and modern, in contrast to cartoons that stereotyped
Chinese generally and diplomats specifically as physical manifestations
of a decadent, outdated civilization that had descended into barbarism.
The diplomats’ embodiment of themselves as modern Chinese reflected
their position as emissaries: diplomacy was a modern profession in China,
with the first legation established in the United States in 1878.

—1878.
[insert figure
7,figure 8,
figure 9, figure
10 near here]
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Figure 7. White Photo Studio, New York, “Farewell Remembrance to My
Good Friend Mr. H. H. North and Mrs. H. H. North” (portrait of Consul
General Hsu Ping Chen), 1910. 1980.098:73—PIC, Photographs of the Hart
Hyatt North Papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

In contrast to Chinese diplomats, some native-born U.S. citizens emphasized their Americanness by favoring more Western conventions. In
one case, a man of Chinese descent, Lee Gum Yoke, was required to prove
his U.S. birth in order to claim his U.S. citizenship and his right to reenter the United States. The mayor of Park City, Utah, testified to Lee’s U.S.
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Figure 8. Fong Get Photo
Studio, San Francisco,
“Hsu Ping chon,” no date.
1980.098:71—PIC, Photographs of the Hart Hyatt
North Papers, Bancroft
Library, University of
California, Berkeley.

birth and identified his photograph. The Chinese inspector noted the reputable nature of Lee’s white witnesses and concluded that “his appearance is decidedly in favor of his claims.”98 The photograph Lee submitted also supported this appearance and his claims of respectability and
U.S. citizenship (figure 11). In this photograph, Lee wears Western clothing: a stylish well-fitting suit jacket, starched shirt, and elegant tie. The
jacket is unbuttoned to reveal a watch chain hanging from his waistcoat.
Lee’s clothes, the length of the portrait (reaching almost to his waist, instead of just his head and shoulders), and the gentle fading at the lower
edge of the photograph reveal this to be more than an identity photograph: it is a studio portrait.
Although Lee presents himself within the tradition of bourgeois American portraiture, he looks directly at the camera in a pose more often

—portrait.
[insert figure
11 near here]
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Figure 9. Shew’s Pioneer Gallery, San Francisco, Untitled (“Chinese Gentleman
in the ‘Nineties”), ca. 1890. 1905.5278.79—PIC, Bancroft Library, University
of California, Berkeley.
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Figure 10. Unknown painter, “Portrait of Father
Ruifeng,” Qing dynasty, ca. 1890. No. S1991.136,
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
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Figure 11. Affidavit of James Don in support of native-born U.S. citizen Lee
Gum Yoke, 1904. In re: Lee Gum Yoke, File 10061/28, Immigration Arrival
Case Files, 1884–1944, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (Record Group 85), National Archives and Records Administration,
Pacific Region (San Francisco).
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associated with identity photographs. As already noted, frontality was
common in Chinese portraiture. However, Lee’s face reveals another possible reason for this pose. While he is wearing American clothes, Lee’s
hair is cut in the Chinese style. It is shaved in the front and longer in the
back, probably braided in a queue. By looking directly at the camera,
Lee hides the evidence of this Chinese cultural practice and presents himself as a shorthaired American man dressed in Western clothes. It may
be that the suit that appears to fit him so well was loaned to him by the
photo studio for the occasion. Such practices were fairly common, as
people borrowed clothes to dress up for their portraits.99 Or it could be
that the photograph represents the dual aspects of Lee’s life as a Chinese
man in America. Regardless, Lee presented himself to the immigration
authorities as a respectable, appropriately American citizen.
Like Chinese men, the vast majority of women presented simple identity certificates to immigration officials. However, whereas men’s varied
exemption status sometimes influenced their presentation of themselves
in their applications and their photographs, women were consistently concerned with presenting themselves as respectable, traditional, and chaste.
Inspectors, like Americans generally, had varying ideas about Chinese men
depending on their political views and their understanding of class differences within the Chinese community. However, whether women were
seeking entry as wives of merchants, wives of native-born citizens, or citizens themselves, inspectors typically assumed that all Chinese women
were prostitutes. Few women escaped this widespread prejudice, and all
had to prove that they were not being imported for immoral purposes.
According to the official report on her case, Wong Joy Ow avoided such
suspicion because she “has a very respectable appearance, and seems to
be a woman of refinement.” Further, “Her manner of testifying, and the
character of her testimony favorably impressed the officers, and they are
of the opinion that she is not a prostitute.”100
Given the importance of appearing respectable, it is not surprising that
Chinese women filled their identity photographs with evidence of their
class status and home life. Although the majority of photographs of
women, like Wong Joy Ow’s, were simple identity photographs, Chinese
women also submitted elaborate studio photographs of themselves to the
Immigration Bureau. Outside the immigration records, photographs of
Chinese women almost always portrayed them surrounded by Chinese
props in elegant settings. These conventions of ostentation were partly
because the few Chinese women who were able to enter the United States
were often wealthy.
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In the matter of Young Fou, for example, a merchant and his wife
sought to gain entry to the United States for their son. The photograph
of Young Fou shows the upper body of a small boy seated in a large ornate Chinese chair. The boy looks straight ahead. The affidavit of his father contains a simple identity photograph of a man facing the camera
in plain black Chinese clothes and a black hat. Only his face and shoulders are shown. However, the photograph of his wife, Low Shee, is a
full-length studio portrait of a woman seated in a chair similar to her
son’s but surrounded by familiar symbols of Chinese culture and tradition (figure 12).101 The photograph is placed sideways on the affidavit
and still barely fits in the space available. It could have been cut down
to a smaller size, as the son’s portrait apparently has, but instead it is
used in its entirety to include the wealth of detail in the apparently Chinese context.
This photograph is not uncommon. It looks very like many other photographs of Chinese women taken in America in the 1890s and 1900s
(see, for example, figures 13 and 14). It also looks similar, in staging if
not posing, to photographs of Chinese gentlemen taken around the same
time (see figure 9). It may well have been the one photograph that the
family had available: some immigrants commented on the expense of photographs and how their only photographs were for the immigration authorities.102 However, its use as an identity photograph is still significant.
The surplus of props, for example, is especially noticeable when the image becomes an identity photograph, since such images are usually devoid of extraneous detail. The Chinese props and background place Low
Shee, like the other female subjects, in an unmistakably Chinese context.
Their respectability is represented as an adherence to Chinese traditions
through the Chinese-style setting.
This visual adherence to traditional respectability, however, is not
complete. Low Shee’s feet—just visible and placed firmly together on a
footstool—appear to be unbound. The footstool is a traditional feature
of Chinese portraits, but women’s feet were rarely represented in decorous portraiture, since they were considered erotic. “For reasons that are
still unexplained,” art historians Stuart and Rawski have noted, “the introduction of the camera ushered in the innovation of . . . Chinese women
displaying their feet in photographs.”103 Immigration officials often
looked favorably on applicants with bound feet, recognizing the practice as a marker of high class position within Chinese society that they
associated with respectability. However, officials also noticed markers of
Western respectability. Although Low Shee’s feet are not bound, her left

— context.
[insert figure 12
near here]

—setting.
[insert figure
13, figure 14
near here]
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Figure 12. Affidavit of Low Shee in support of merchant’s son, Young
Fui, 1905. In re: Young Fui (also spelled Young Fou), June 19, 1905, File
10059/52, Immigration Arrival Case Files, 1884–1944, Records of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (Record Group 85), National
Archives and Records Administration, Pacific Region (San Francisco).
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Figure 13. W. F. Song, San Francisco, Untitled (“Formal Portrait of Chinese
Woman”), ante 1930. FN-19253, SF—Social Groups, Chinese (ante 1930),
California Historical Society, San Francisco.

hand is carefully positioned on the edge of the table to display what
appears to be a wedding ring. In traditional commemorative portraiture,
women’s hands were often more carefully hidden in the sleeves of their
garments than men’s. However, although wedding rings were not customary in China, women in this photographic portrait and others may
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Figure 14. Shew’s Pioneer Gallery, San Francisco, Untitled (“A Chinese Lady in
the ‘Nineties”), ca. 1890. 1905.5278.75—PIC, Bancroft Library, University of
California, Berkeley.

have presented their ringed fingers to register their married status and
respectability to a Western viewer (see figure 13). Unlike uniform identity portraits, these photographs encased their female subjects within apparently Chinese settings. These visual strategies made few claims on
America but still presented women as accepting some of the immigration officials’ American expectations of respectability.
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Although Chinese immigrants resisted both exclusion and American
stereotyping by representing themselves in photographic portraits, this
resistance was never fully effective. While they were successful in using
photographs to persuade immigration officials of their rights to enter the
United States, they could not control the ways that these officials viewed
them. In the end, immigration inspectors and Americans looked at the
Chinese in America and saw what they wanted to see.
Strategies of self-presentation, of course, were not limited to photography. “When the steamer arrives and also when you are examined in
Angel Island,” one paper son was instructed, “wear your foreign clothes
or new Chinese clothes in order to present a good appearance.”104 This
appearance was not only for the immigration inspectors but also for the
photographs that were taken at Angel Island. After the statutory implementation of photographic documentation in 1893, the Immigration Bureau expanded its control over the production of images and attempted
to standardize the range of acceptable images. This expansion of control
included efforts to limit Chinese opportunities for self-presentation, to
control the circulation of photographs in the Chinese community, and
to require all individuals of Chinese descent to carry uniform certificates
of identity.
In addition to the studio photographs that they placed on their certificates, Chinese were photographed by the Immigration Bureau. They
were photographed as they entered the United States and, if they were
arrested or deported, immediately after their arrest or prior to their deportation. Larger stations such as Honolulu had their own photographic
equipment and typically used an immigration officer to take such photographs. Since its volume was so great, the San Francisco station employed its own photographer. At stations with less Chinese immigration,
such as Philadelphia and Malone, New York, on the border with Canada,
these photographs were typically taken by local studio photographers.105
The Immigration Bureau photographs look more like standard identity
photographs than the portraits supplied by the Chinese, although they
are far from standardized. Applicants were often photographed against
a plain background holding a chalkboard on which the details of their
case were written (figure 15). These photographs were typically trimmed
of details, such as the chair in which they were sitting or their hands holding the board, leaving only the board and their face stapled to their file
(figure 16). In the early years at Angel Island, arrivals were photographed
in front and side profiles against the background of the white clapboard
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Figure 15. Unknown photographer, “Wong Tai Luck,” 1912. In re: Wong Tai
Luck, File C-2770, Old Chinese Immigration Case Files, 1903–1915, Honolulu District Office, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(Record Group 85), National Archives and Records Administration, Pacific
Region (San Francisco).

buildings. Instead of a completely plain background, these photographs
showed the shadow lines of the boards and often a door. In many cases,
the faces of the subjects were not clearly illuminated, and these images
are often less effective as identity photographs than the studio portraits
placed on certificates.106
As part of the process of establishing more uniform documentation
and photography practices, the Immigration Bureau issued a single certificate of Chinese identity in 1909. These certificates expanded documentation requirements until they covered almost all people of Chinese
descent in the United States, including U.S. citizens. By 1914, most photographs on certificates of identity had a uniform appearance. In photographs on certificates taken in San Francisco, all the men face the camera directly and are hatless. Their faces are similar sizes, and the

— certificates.
[insert figure
15, figure 16
near here]
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Figure 16. Unknown photographer,
“Jew Lan Wah,” 1924. In re: Jew
Lan Wah, File 23487/5–14, Immigration Arrival Case Files, 1884–
1944, San Francisco District Office,
Records of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (Record
Group 85), National Archives and
Records Administration, Pacific
Region (San Francisco).

photographs themselves are cut to a uniform size. These San Francisco
images have consistent backgrounds, exposures, and photograph quality, suggesting that they were taken by an official photographer (figure
17). However, certificates issued to Chinese in other ports, such as Seattle, were less uniformly presented and have aged differently, suggesting
that these images may have been taken not by an official photographer
but by local studio photographers operating under authority from the
Immigration Bureau.107
Although the Immigration Bureau started to improve documentary
consistency in 1909, it was not until 1926 that immigration regulations
specified a uniform photograph size or pose, largely codifying what had
by then become standard practice: the full frontal view without hat. Despite this codification of both the practice and conventions of identity
portraiture, Chinese immigrants continued to offer photographs of themselves and their families that looked quite unlike conventional identity
photographs. They took the Immigration Bureau’s photographic requirement and used it to provide a wide range of their own images that
were included in their case files to support their claims. The Immigration

—Bureau.
[insert figure
17 near here]
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Figure 17. Certificate of identity, Dong Hong, 1914. In re: Dong Hong, File
14559, Duplicate Certificates of Identity, 1908–1943, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (Record Group 85), National Archives and
Records Administration, Pacific Region (San Francisco).

Bureau’s codification of identity photograph conventions limited the opportunities for Chinese immigrants’ representations of themselves in their
immigration portraits. However, it did not end their ability to use photographs to enter the country during the exclusion era.



As this chapter suggests, the introduction of documentation was intimately connected to the racism faced by the Chinese in America. According to anti-Chinese activists, Chinese residents had criminal tendencies
and no respect for American laws, particularly immigration laws. Their
natural inclination to evade exclusion laws was aided by the fact that they
all looked alike. For exclusionists, these shared criminal tendencies and
physical traits provided the rationale for documentation. They believed
that photographic documentation was necessary to distinguish individuals among the mass of Chinese and to ensure that they did not break
the law. As restrictionists worked to expand the scope of Chinese exclusion,
they relied on photographic documentation to enhance the government’s
efforts at enforcement.
The Chinese community strenuously fought the introduction and expansion of exclusion using diplomacy, political protests, and legal challenges to the laws. These challenges were successful in reducing the scope
of exclusion and providing some protections for Chinese living in America. But they were not enough to stop the introduction of registration
and photographic identity documentation.
In their identity photographs, Chinese immigrants often presented
themselves in ways that defied conventional American beliefs about them
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and consequently made them more acceptable to immigration officials.
Although many Chinese identity photographs deployed honorific portraiture conventions for repressive purposes, these images did not fundamentally challenge the common beliefs about photography that had
encouraged the introduction of identity documentation: the understanding of photographs as reliable, detailed likenesses of the immigrants
depicted in them.
Although legal strategies were important in opposing exclusion, they
were consistently less effective at undermining the laws than extralegal
efforts. During the exclusion era, substantial numbers of Chinese immigrants entered the United States illegally, and their presence alone undermined the purpose of exclusion. The success of these illegal efforts
depended significantly on the weakness of U.S. registration policies and
the vulnerability of photographic documentation. The partial registration system did not just create difficulties for legitimate Chinese residents
without certificates; it offered opportunities for some illegal Chinese immigrants to pass as legal residents. These illegal entrants not only challenged discriminatory immigration policies but also undermined widespread understandings and the emerging authority of photography.

